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Patient-Ventilator dyssynchrony

- Most patients are ‘assisted’ by the ventilator
- This assistance is supposed to be **synchronous** with patient’s respiration
- The main reason for **sedation** is to ‘adapt’ the patient to the ventilator and avoid dyssynchrony
- Dyssynchrony on the vent is associated with **longer duration of ventilation and higher mortality**
- Part of this association may be mediated by **inadequate management**
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Patient-Ventilator dyssynchrony

• Many **different types** of dyssynchrony
• Detected from waveforms, alarms, agitation or often **undetected**
• Step 1: **understand** the type of dyssynchrony and its mechanism
  – How is the **patient** (agitation, sleepiness, work of breathing)? Respiratory Drive (**P0.1** [1-3.5 cmH2O])
  – How much **ventilation** / needs?
  – How much **sedation** / needs?
Patient-Ventilator dyssynchrony

- Step 1: understand the type of dyssynchrony and its mechanism
- Step 2: adjusting *ventilator* settings
- Step 3: need to *increase* respiratory drive? (reducing ventilation and/or sedation)
- Step 4: need to *decrease* respiratory drive? (increasing ventilation and/or sedation)
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Assistance in excess

- Auto-triggering
- Apneas
- Ineffective Efforts or Missed Cycles
When to suspect auto-triggering?


during controlled ventilation:
- RR > adjusted RR
- Respiratory alkalosis

during assisted ventilation:
- Sudden increase or persistently high respiratory rate
- Absence of an airway pressure drop at beginning of the cycle
- PSV: short cycle with a flow signal distortion
- ACV: abrupt airway pressure increase
Assistance in excess

• *Auto-triggering*

• Apneas

• Ineffective Efforts or Missed Cycles
Pressure support ventilation
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Reduction of patient-ventilator asynchrony by reducing tidal volume during pressure-support ventilation
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Dyssynchrony related to excessive assistance

- Patient sleepy
- Low respiratory drive
- → Decrease ventilation
- → Decrease sedation
Insufficient Assistance

- Air hunger or flow starvation
- Double triggering, breath stacking and short cycles
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Peak Flow and Work of Breathing
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**Under Assistance**

- **Airway Pressure (cmH₂O)**
  - **Flow (L/min)**
  - **Esophageal Pressure (cmH₂O)**

**Double Triggering**

- **Beginning of patient’s effort**
- **End of patient’s effort**
- **Continuation of patient’s effort**
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Dyssynchrony related to insufficient assistance

- Patient working hard
- High respiratory drive
- → Increase sedation
Excessive Sedation?

- Respiratory Entrainement or Reverse Triggering
Accidental observation...
Clinical consequences: VT increase
Clinical consequences: double cycle
Reverse triggering dyssynchrony 24 hours after initiation of mechanical ventilation
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In revision
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Dyssynchrony related to reverse triggering

• Patient sedated
• respiratory drive?
  → Decrease sedation?
  → Increase ventilation?
Reverse Triggering
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Reverse triggering is a type of dyssynchrony that occurs when a patient effort occurs after (is triggered by) the initiation of a ventilator (non-patient triggered) breath. Usually, it is a phenomenon occurring over many consecutive breaths and also referred to as 'entrainment'. Diagnosis The visual detecting of reverse triggering is slightly different between modes of...
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The Toronto Centre of Excellence in Mechanical Ventilation (CoEMV) at St. Michael's Hospital leads in personalized and evidence-based mechanical ventilation through collaborative practice, education, research, and innovation.
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P0.1 < 1 cmH2O

P0.1 > 3.5 to 4.0 cmH2O
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